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Francesca Gavin: How important is narrative and telling stories to your work? 

Catalina Obrador: In Mallorca there are fables called rondalles, that mix fantasy with reality 

and common instruction. This is what I focus on. I try to say something more than I see. 

Sometimes  the text is necessary to contrast with the image. I use stock phrases to mix with 

the images and find new points of view. I understand a new situation when I draw it. Drawing 

and writing are similar to me, both work together. It´s the way I get closer to reality. 

Everything is more than what we see. 

FG: What do you find interesting about religious imagery? 

CO: Most of the religious images in my work are from the cabala or alchemy-life or death, fire 

or water, sex or sin, storm or peace. All of them are in constant review. The symbols I use are 

from past Mediterranean cultures- Jewish, Egyptian, Phoenician. This traditional mix is like a 

crazy formula. When I start to work I never know how it is going to end. I think this is the 

reason why sometimes it´s possible to see both power and delicacy in my work. All this mixing 

between contemporary and traditional images, between delicate and strong elements, 

becomes the focal point of my images. 

FG: What is the importance of sex in your imagery? 

CO: During 2008 I did a few  pieces inspired by porno imagery. I think they come from my 

deepest female savage. They are fast drawings, like tattoos tearing paper or skin. 

FG: Your work often focuses on strong female characters and their experiences. Why? 

CO: It´s just me. I think all the work that women did at the beginning of the last century is 

important. I think it´s very important to review the situation of women and their emotions. 

FG: How important is nature to your work? 

CO: Nature reminds us not to forget to understand ourselves. In my childhood I used to hear 

the old people speaking about life in the country and how we have moved away from our 

roots. Lost paradise is shown as a romantic idea in my work. 

 

(Texto:  100 New Artists, Francesca Gavin.  London: Laurence King 

Publishing Ltd., 2011. P.212) 
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